Large and periodically corrugated optical waveguide structures are shown to possess specific modal regimes of slow-light propagation that are easily attainable. The very multimode nature of the coupling is studied by employing coupled-mode theory and the plane-wave expansion method. Given a large enough light cone, associated with a surrounding medium with low enough refractive index, we notably identify a critical slowdown regime with an interesting bandwidth-slowdown product. Essential features of these original systems are further explored: the nature of the coupled modes, the role of gain, symmetry effects, polarization, and relation with photonic-crystal systems. Practical systems are introduced using finite-difference time-domain methods, which provides first-order rules for the use of the above phenomena and their implementation in devices.
INTRODUCTION
Our contribution lies at the intersection of three topics: slow-light propagation, photonic-crystal optoelectronic devices, and mesoscopic optical systems. Our purpose is to bring new insights into the physics of light slowing down in corrugated optical systems and on its potential. We show theoretically that the slowdown effect is not restricted to tightly confined optical systems exhibiting only a few transverse modes, typically the so-called W1 and W2 photonic-crystal waveguides in the terminology of the photonic-crystal community (see p. 2). More precisely, our study reveals that a significant amount of the optical modes supported by a broad waveguide having a periodic corrugation on its sides can collectively lie in a slow-light regime. As is well known, the slow-light regime corresponds to flatband regions of the photonic dispersion diagram, arising at the edges of gaps or minigaps for any periodic system and not only for photonic crystals. A practical interest of our contribution is to point out that a slow-light behavior may be present even if only a wavelength-scale fraction of the broad waveguide width carries the longitudinal periodicity. This is at variance with systems such as photonic-crystal superprisms, whereby a slow dispersion of bulk photonic crystal is exploited in a selected arrangement. We hence point out the advent of collective slow-light behavior even in systems for which only a tiny fraction is periodic.
To complete this introduction, we relate our methods and systems to prominent ones of the related areas. The references for periodic waveguides in optoelectronics are distributed-feedback (DFB) lasers and the related distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Their description through coupled-mode theory (CMT) proved to be highly successful. Its most popular version involves the contradirectional coupling between a single forwardpropagating mode and a single backward-propagating counterpart. Nevertheless, the extension of the coupledmode formalism to (transverse) multimode systems has not been studied much [6] . We shall make use here of the coupled-wave formalism to describe the coupling between multiple forward and backward modes, focusing notably on the highly multimode case of large waveguides and the identification of critical coupling in such systems.
Our analysis is further substantiated with the planewave expansion (PWE) method and finite-difference timedomain (FDTD) simulations. Note that we shall sometimes call native or original eigenmodes the uncoupled modes, namely, the orthogonal guided modes of the unperturbed, i.e., noncorrugated, waveguide. For the corrugated waveguide, however, each guided mode has a nonzero overlap integral with the modulated region's useful Fourier component of the dielectric constant that reads ⌫ ϳ͉͐E͑x͉͒ 2 ⑀͑x͒dx [with ⑀͑x͒ =FT͓⑀͑x , z͔͒ = ͑2͒ −1 ͐⑀͑x , z͒exp͑iG o z͒dz taken with the proper periodicity G = G o z = ͑2 / ⌳͒z; see Fig. 1(a) ]. Through normalization, this overlap yields a key quantity for coupling. Uncoupled modes of slab guides can be found from textbooks [7, 8] , and are treated through their dispersion relations and/or their effective indices (see Appendix A). For thick slab guides, modes with the lowest effective indices are akin to Fabry-Perot modes. Then, the free spectral range (FSR) for a given angle, or equivalently for a given wave vector, is a convenient quantity to scale the band separation, a scaling that we shall retain for addressing the slow-mode regime as well.
Uncoupled modes also have underlying propagation angles, and this, importantly, enables depiction of the interaction with the corrugation as a diffraction event on a grating. This picture must nevertheless be handled with care since the diffracted wave next excites a waveguide, not the free space. As for photonic crystals (PhCs) and PhC waveguides [PhCWGs, as shown in Fig. 1(b) ], they form a favorite playground for slow-light experiments. The common exact simulation tool for PhCWGs is the well-known PWE, whereby all mode fields are decomposed into their spatial harmonics (plane waves) [9] [10] [11] . Our group has pioneered the studies of multimode PhCWGs, for which we introduced CMT tools [12] and their application to mini-stopbands (MSBs) [13, 14] . In this respect, a widely accepted labeling of PhCWGs is Wn for an n-missing-rows waveguide in this context. The special band diagram found in broad Wn PhCWGs [9, 15] will appear, in this contribution, to reflect the effects of side corrugations, much as in DFB-DBR physics. To encompass both PhCWGs and more regular corrugated waveguides, our first approach is of the CMT type, based on multiple transverse uncoupled modes. To shift to realistic systems, we next study slabs with a triangular corrugation. We make use of the PWE method for the band structure as well as a FDTD model to substantiate actual slowdown effects in the multimode context. Not much can be said at the present stage about getting a simple impulse response, as the multimode complexity is not tamed in a generic numerical experiment. To summarize, our analysis resorts to three methods (CMT, PWE, and FDTD) and deals with fields in waveguides in five closely related fashions: uncoupled (native) and coupled modes (ϵ bands) in the frequency domain; underlying plane waves in PWE; rays (ϳ underlying plane waves) in the diffraction picture-only for physical pictures-and electromagnetic fields in the time domain.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a simplified vision of the various periodic waveguides and we revisit, in a generic side-corrugated waveguide of width W, key quantities such as ⌫, FSR, effective indices, and how they can be applied to PhCWGs. In this way, the reader is ready for presentation of the basic CMT model of Section 3. The results, notably the strong slowdown effect around a critical coupling regime, are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 provides a brief transmission and gain analysis (the most fundamental optical quantities affected by slowdown, beyond velocity itself, are gain and loss). An application to actual periodic waveguides (Section 6) is then developed thanks to PWE and FDTD. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
BROAD PERIODIC WAVEGUIDES
Generally speaking, once coupled-mode theory applies, the steps for calculating a waveguide's transmission matrix are (i) to determine the eigenvalues and eigenmodes ͉E coupled ͘ on the basis of the uncoupled ones ͉E uncoupled ͘; (ii) to calculate a generic transmission matrix T of the coupled modes for a propagation length L, of the form exp͑AL͒, where A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues; (iii) to calculate the product P −1 exp͑AL͒P with the two input and output matrices connecting to uncoupled modes; and (iv) to apply the boundary conditions, e.g., to deduce a scattering matrix S giving the full modal transmission and reflection of any desired incoming uncoupled mode.
Broad waveguides lend themselves to our study if they exhibit a basis of several uncoupled (native) modes characterized by roughly equidistant branches. To show where this situation happens, we show in Appendix A the dispersion of a basic perfect-metallic-boundary slab waveguide of thickness W and index n core treated within a scalar framework. Modal effective indices n eff go down to zero in this ideal case. If, instead of the metal, we have a lowindex uniform cladding n clad , we have fewer allowed modes, since now n eff Ͼ n clad , i.e., modes are confined (here it means guided) only below the light line of the ͑k ʈ , ͒ plane. This appears in Fig. 2(a) in the low-frequency region of the dispersion diagram. The number of guided modes m max is controlled by the normalized width ⌳ c =2W −1 ͑n core 2 − n clad 2 ͒ 1/2 , essentially the upper bound of the k x W product. Note that all the higher-order modes are still approximately equidistant. However, for either metal or low-index cladding, the lowest-order guided modes (lowest effective indices) do not form nearly equidistant branches and hence do not lend themselves to our treatment. On such a basis, we now add along the waveguide a periodicity ⌳͑ϵa͒. The Bloch-Floquet theorem applies and a PWE of any packet of modes can be made, leading to the PWE modal modeling. This decomposition is not of direct interest to us, only the resulting bands are. A reference case is the empty lattice, periodicity being virtual [see Fig. 2(a) ], for which the dispersion relations are artificially folded at the Brillouin zone edge. Crossings give rise to modal interactions and to anticrossings-opening of gaps and minigaps-as soon as the periodicity becomes real. The knowledge of actual bands by any method can thus be used to assess the strength of modal coupling through the size of local minigaps.
Let us now address somewhat realistic cases and have a look at the interplay of the guided mode field structure with the periodicity. Referring to Fig. 1(a) , it is intuitive that CMT applies as soon as a mode, say, TE-polarized, of the type E ϵ E 0 sin͑k x x͒exp͓i͑k ʈ z − t͔͒ has a modest overlap integral with the periodic region. More precisely, by depicting the periodicity map by the local amplitude of its useful Fourier-transform coefficient [⑀͑x , z͒ = ͚⑀ p ͑x͒exp͑2ip / ⌳z͒, where, here, only p = ± 1 is of interest in addition to the mean local profile ⑀ 0 ͑x͒], the strength of the coupling constant mm Ј between a forward mode of order m and a backward mode of order mЈ is essentially dictated by the quantity ⌫ 1 ͑m , mЈ͒ = ͐E m ͑x͒E m Ј ͑x͒⑀ 1 ͑x͒dx provided the fields are normalized.
Defining by W modul the modulated region's thicknesswhere ⑀ 1 ͑x͒ 0-the condition of a modest overlap, which is sufficient for CMT applicability, is essentially
This condition is usually satisfied in edge-emitting DFB laser diodes and similar semiconductor heterostructures vastly used for modulation or detection. The grating of a DFB laser is typically made by etching a 30-200 nm period grating in a layer well above the damage-sensitive active layer and by further burying it by regrowth: this leaves the modulation profile ⑀ 1 ͑x͒ overlapping the tail of the mode. For a broad dielectric waveguide W ӷ/ n core , and Eq. (1) is then satisfied if W modul ϳ / n core or, in other words, if the corrugation is carried by a grating of wavelength scale also in terms of groove height.
Broad PhCWGs defined by n missing rows along a main PhC lattice direction also satisfy this condition when operated inside their bandgap. The physical reason, pictured in Fig. 1(b) , is the strong decay of the modal field in the periodic PhC cladding. Strong refractive-index contrast is of course a crucial factor for this rapid decay, as it is for omnidirectionality of PhCs. For our purpose, it means that the integral appearing in ⌫ 1 ͑m , mЈ͒ is sizable only in the first or second rows adjacent to the core. Thus, even though the cladding periodicity is unbounded for a PhCWG (W modul is arbitrarily large), the inequality Eq.
(1) holds and the CMT may apply among counterpropagating modes of broad PhC waveguides.
Previous work on CMT and PhCWGs has emphasized MSBs that arise among a fundamental mode m =1 and a higher-order-Fabry-Pérot-like-mode ͑m ϳ m max ͒ [12] [13] [14] . This situation is not of direct interest here because the frequency spacing of the first few modes ͑m Ӷ m max ͒ of a broad PhCWG (or a normal slab broad waveguide) varies quadratically, and not linearly, as a function of frequency.
Although not much studied to date, the transverse multimode general counterpart of the in-plane contradirectional coupling is interesting on its own, e.g., to circumvent power density issues and attain the ability to slow down a pulse with high absolute peak power, which seems delicate in the current studies on slowdown in ultimate systems of submicrometer width. Rosenblatt et al. [16] studied waveguide gratings to obtain resonant structures under certain circumstances. Ferrand et al. [17] studied porous-silicon-based broad modulated waveguide structures and reported features akin to MSBs, although the modulation was not of the PhC type. In Appendix B, we show from Eq. (1) why our regime leads to nearly constant interaction among modes, unlike other more familiar ones. In the zigzag ray picture of modes, this simply amounts to say that the grating's diffraction efficiency is weakly varying among a few adjacent modes. This regime of nearly constant interaction prompted us to consider a simple, essentially constant, intermodal coupling constant mm Ј , as will be described in Section 3. Symmetry issues can help to better account for numerous real systems. For example, mm Ј can vanish for modes of opposite parity [versus x; see Fig. 3 (b) below and [9] for considerations of the symmetry of PhCWGs].
The width dependence of coupling also appears in Eqs. (B1) and (B2) of Appendix B. For the lower-order modes, we have, for ⌫ 1 ͑m , mЈ͒, the trend of the right-hand side of Eq. (B2), that is, mm Ј ϰ W −3 . Conversely, in the case of the m-independent situation of higher-order modes, only a W −1 dependence of mm Ј , or ⌫ 1 ͑m , mЈ͒, is found. This specific feature, ϰ⌫ϳ W −1 , provides a simple general character to our study: since the frequency spacing of higher-order modes-the FSR at a given wave vector of a given angle-also scales like W −1 , we are able to describe a general multimode coupling situation by simply considering an identical coupling constant among modes, i.e., mm Ј = , ∀ m , mЈ, and by scanning the fundamental ratio / FSR of our problem, i.e., essentially the ratio of mode interaction to mode separation. This ratio is profoundly dimensionless, either expressing the coupling constant (initially a wave vector) as a frequency, as is familiar to CMT practitioners, or using the uncoupled mode's group velocity the other way around to re-express the FSR (with some algebra based on Appendix A). A major consequence, not recognized until now, is that a broad corrugated waveguide with a given grating on its side can lead to light localization whatever its width W, provided that the grating is such that the ratio / FSR hits a critical region pointed out in this paper. Hence, a broad waveguide in which the periodic fraction W modul / W is arbitrarily small can largely behave as a slow-light medium. It is the central motivation of this paper to shed more light on these effects from complementary viewpoints. It can be discussed how counterintuitive these effects are. For example, in their optical conductance analysis of a multimode system of the PhCWG type [18] , Albaledejo et al. find that conductance scales just like the width for broader waveguides, without particular effects in the cases they investigate.
Finally, let us briefly complete the state-of-the-art started above [6, 16] :
• Slow light in PhCs has motivated intense investigation in W1 membrane systems [19] [20] [21] , but some studies tackled slow light in larger guides such as W2 and W3 [22, 23] . Meanwhile, our group has also pioneered the use of MSBs and a kind of slow light for demultiplexing devices [14, 24, 25] . How much does our generic approach apply when reducing W (toward low mode numbers m) and thus violating the equidistant-mode assumption? It will be delicate to answer in an assertive manner at the present stage.
• Broad PhCWGs have been proposed for Littrow lasing [26] . The present study applies to them. The name Littrow was given because contradirectional zone-edge coupling induced by the PhCWG boundaries precisely corresponds to an elementary diffraction event in the usual Littrow mount of a grating (diffraction backscattering).
• Among non-PhC studies, two reveal few-mode flatband structures partly reminiscent of our studies [27, 28] . It is too early to provide a unified description of these systems with our approach.
• Codirectional coupling in multiwaveguide systems dates back to studies in [29] . They were also the object of intense attention recently in the presence of a transverse gradient across arrayed waveguides, in connection with fundamental phenomena such as Landau-Zener tunneling, optical Bloch oscillations [30] [31] [32] , and nonlinear optics [33] in periodic structures.
• A last intermediate case is that of two adjacent waveguides with contradirectional evanescent coupling, in which case the supermode picture somehow amounts to a multimode description. But only a couple of modes are implied in total [6] .
We purposely restrict here other developments toward nonlinear optics or light collection and detection applications to focus on the new modal and propagation features of our system. In Section 3, we exploit a canonical application of CMT with the interest of dealing only with the two main parameters: the constant mode separation ͑FSR͒ and the mode-independent coupling among them ͑͒. The later sections will confirm the relevance of several features found through the CMT, notably the existence of a critical coupling inducing a massive slowdown of light velocity and the appearance of two special dispersion branches above this critical value.
MULTIPLE EVENLY COUPLED MODES
We are interested in depicting a simplified version of Fig.  2(b) , with all branches having identical slopes, instead of the slightly bent branches of actual modes in a slab waveguide. Let a n ͑z͒ and b n ͑z͒ represent the scalar local amplitude of the uncoupled forward (a) and backward (b) guided modes of order n along the waveguide, whereby we include the x dependence and the exp͓i͑t ± ␤ 0 z͔͒ factor of the electromagnetic field components. This may refer in practice to, e.g., TE modes, with a single transverse electric field component. ␤ 0 = / ⌳ is the zone-edge wave vector [⌳ ϵ a is the lattice pitch in Fig. 1(b) ]. The slope of a dispersion branch is depicted by ␤ n = v g ⌬, where ␤ n stands for the wave vector detuning from the Bragg condition, i.e., ␤ n = k ʈ n − ␤ 0 ; ⌬ = ͑k ʈ n ͒ − ͑␤ 0 ͒ is the frequency detuning, and v g is the group velocity. The uncoupled forward modes thus obey the simple evolution equation 
Then, the basic coupled-mode equations among the 2N modes read as
Material gain ͑g͒ and loss ͑␣͒ parameters can also be included in these equations through an additional term that takes the net gain into account, i.e., after loss is subtracted from the gain.
The coupled evolution equations [Eqs. (2c) and (2d)] can be written in the matrix form
where M is a vector of 2N elements. It is ordered as M
. . ,a N , b N , so that each 2 ϫ 2 block along the diagonal is the usual single-mode CMT analysis. With our choice of M and j =1, . . . ,N, we have
(no codirectional couplings), C 2j−1,2k = (odd lines), and C 2j,2k−1 =− (even lines). In this formulation, each forward-propagating mode interacts with all backward-propagating modes. However, in cases with a symmetry plane of the guide, for example, in the multimode PhCWG, parity effects take place (see, e.g., group theory considerations in [9] ). This means, for example, that a forward-propagating even mode interacts only with all backward-propagating even modes and the same is true among odd modes. In this case, every other element in the series such as C 2j+1,2k is set to zero. In the following, we refer to this as the symmetric waveguide case.
For each frequency of interest, we diagonalize the matrix C. We obtain eigenvalues i␥, which, written this way, are wave vectors with real part Re͑␥͒ corresponding to propagating modes and imaginary part Im͑␥͒ responsible for the evanescent modes in minigaps. We also obtain the eigenmodes ͕p jn ͖, which are the coupled modes, as a linear combination of the underlying uncoupled (native) guided modes. The matrix P = ͕p jn ͖ is the matrix used to shift from one basis to the other and thus to project uncoupled modes onto the basis of coupled ones, e.g., for boundary conditions and incident flux definition. The degree of mixture will be a piece of information of some interest. One particular aspect that we shall examine is the partial norm of forward and backward components of an eigenmode, that is, the partial norm of the vectors ͕p 2j−1,n ͖ and ͕p 2j,n ͖ gathering all the forward and all the backward flows. We shall not need the full account of a Poynting vector at this stage. To situate the issue before the general discussion, we note that for two given counterpropagating modes, the coupling-induced splitting-2, the well-known textbook result-would be greater than the branch separation-FSR-for large coupling. This implies a regime of general mode interaction and calls for a profound analysis. To justify our simplistic model, it can also be intuited that in such a circumstance the knowledge of the details of the slow interbranch spacing evolution, i.e., when ␤ n − ␤ n−1 is not constant, turns out to be secondary.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a first step, the dispersion diagrams of a 2N-mode weak coupling are investigated for a given . The FSR and group velocity are taken as unity without loss of generality. In Fig. 3(a) we essentially plot the dispersion diagram of the real part = ͑k ʈ ͒. A few crossing gray lines represent the uncoupled-mode loci-slopes ±1 with unity separation, so that the vertical axis may be read directly as a normalized frequency = ͓ − ͑␤ 0 ͔͒ / FSR -showing that they are similar to Fig. 2(b) . Note that, in the figure, when the dispersion has an imaginary part, it is added to the real part and the color (see online) is changed, so that each minigap gives rise to two imaginary lobes of the dispersion diagram. More explicitly, we use as the abscissa Re͑␥͒ +Im͑␥͒ instead of Re͑␥͒ alone, and moreover, we change the color (see online) from blue to red when Im͑␥͒ is nonzero (eigenmodes have an evanescent behavior, not due to the material losses but due to distributed feedback). The real part can generally easily be guessed as it lies midway between the two imaginary lobes (for zero material gain or absorption) and amounts to a vertical segment except at those more singular cases where upper and lower minigap edges substantially differ in terms of Re͑␥͒.
In the example of Fig. 3(a) , only N = 11 basic modes are chosen, and a magnification is made (see inset) as the 2N = 22 branches have basic symmetries. The value = 0.15-hence / FSR= 0.15-causes a sizable splitting, but still the overall picture is that the coupling is essentially the superposition of all elementary ones. The steepest local slope inside the net of curly branches appears to be diminished well below unity. The average separation of the bands in the interaction region is here ⌬ = 0.5, half the FSR, because of the twofold degeneracy lifting. From the basic 2 = 0.30 splitting, it can be said naively that 60% of the room is forbidden between (anti)crossings and that the branch is substantially flattened. But this is not slow light yet, but only slower light, and significant dispersion oscillation remains.
In the example of Fig. 3(b) , we display the effect of a symmetric layout (see inset). Correspondingly, the coupling becomes parity sensitive: even forward modes interact only with even backward modes, etc. To be consistent with the idea that this corresponds to a grating on both sides of a broad waveguide, the coupling constant is doubled, reaching = 0.30. We notice that in the interaction region double branches are spaced by ⌬ = 1 instead of ⌬ = 0.5, as previously. Hence the branch pairs are really spaced by the original FSR, although the grouping (not exactly a degeneracy) now comes from symmetry effects rather than forward and backward propagation. The gap size is also roughly doubled. The degree of slowdown in this interaction region is thus similar: the steepest slopes are about similar to those in Fig. 3(a) . Note that the pattern is reminiscent of broad PhCWG bands near the band edge.
Let us now increase the coupling strength from the weak to the strong coupling regime, that is, let us increase the dimensionless ratio / FSR , with the idea that something happens when the splitting of ϳ2 reaches the same value as the separation FSR . The coupling strength, and thus , can be tuned in real devices, for example, by varying the surface corrugation depth of a waveguide or by modifying the filling factor of the Ph-CWG in Fig. 1 .
Our key findings are pictured in Figs. 4 and 5. We find that near = 0.32 the band structure of Fig. 3 (a) evolves to that of Fig. 4(a) , here for N = 15 modes. This pattern now exhibits a really flat region, especially near the center. The inset in Fig. 4(a) is a magnified view of the flatband around the origin. The oscillations are diminished and their amplitude vanishes at the center of the diagram. This observation is true for all the bands. This attainment of an extended slow-light regime, with a band completely constrained by minigaps, is generic and was checked empirically for several values of N. Also general is the fact that beyond the critical value c of Fig. 4(a) the bands recover some oscillatory group velocity, as shown in Fig. 4(b) for Ͼ c , therefore coming back to a situation generally similar to that of Fig. 3(a) . Furthermore, as can be seen in Fig. 4(b) , oscillation amplitude varies between the center and the sides of the interaction region. It is likely that this behavior originates from a kind of size effect: the oscillation amplitude at the edge is roughly independent of N, so that the oscillation amplitude variation vanishes asymptotically for large N, leading to arbitrarily large regions of slow group velocity within the present simplified assumptions. Since a good metric for slowdown phenomena is the bandwidth-slowdown product, this observation then indicates that the attainment of a large product only entails finding an unperturbed system exhibiting a sufficiently large region with linear equidistant branches around the Brillouin zone edge. In the limit case of the highest (or largest) slowdown in the center, we find that the generic relationship below holds (we leave its assessment to mathematicians, but we got approximately a 10 −3 accuracy, c Ϸ 0.318, in our case):
If we take a closer look at the band structure, we see in Fig. 5 that passing through the critical coupling value highlights another particular feature. In Fig. 5(a) , we plot the relationship between the imaginary wave vector Im͑␥͒ and the coupling constant for the normalized frequency ⌬ = 0.25, that is, exactly in the middle of the flat branch nearest the reference frequency, pictured in the bottom of the Fig. 4 graphs. This branch is purely real until c and Im͑␥͒ = 0 in this range of coupling. Beyond c , two imaginary branches appear in the plot of Fig. 5(b) , and they gradually go to very large Im͑␥͒. Figure 5(b) reveals the origin of these two new purely imaginary modes by plotting the band structure at = 0.4Ͼ c , with now the imaginary part, in red, being plotted as is, i.e., the abscissa is Im͑␥͒-unlike Fig. 3 , where Re͑␥͒ +Im͑␥͒ was used as the abcissa to highlight the minigap structure: they clearly stem from the extreme real branches of our set.
These branches, unlike all others, are repelled and manifest a stronger anticrossing effect. We provide some more analysis later in Fig. 7 . We may nevertheless readily state that these modes react through a collective response to the cumulated couplings rather than to a local response to a specific coupling. They hence pick up imaginary values in the gap that are much stronger than all the others. (This is a broad physical feature of coupled systems that we intend to comment on in further work, related in our view to the dark modes of multiemitter coherent systems.) Figure 5 (d) shows a magnified view of Fig. 5(b) , and its inset shows the set of the other imaginary branches among standard minigaps. It is seen that they form semicircles, much as they did for the subcritical cases ͑ Ͻ c ͒. Other details of Fig. 4 are also similar, for example, the largest oscillation at the boundaries. Hence, the overall impression is that beyond the critical value, except for the two special modes, the situation reverts to the case of small coupling. This may explain why the critical case has not been observed previously or only marginally in 4 ϫ 4 coupling cases: if one does not hit the critical value, bands that are not so flat are recovered. To finish this discussion, and to be consistent with Fig. 3(b), Fig. 5(c) shows what happens when parity effects modify coupling so as to split the ensemble of modes into two independent sets (the matrix C can be rearranged to form two N ϫ N blockdiagonal matrices in it): we have the same story twice; hence two superimaginary branches appear above the critical coupling. Due to the particular choice here of eight even modes and seven odd modes, the onset of the two families is slightly different and a local structure appears.
Let us come back to the slowdown effect itself, as in Fig. 4(a) . To account quantitatively for this effect, we show in Fig. 6 a semilogarithmic plot of the group velocity of the first bands for three representative coupling values. One can see from the figure that, at the critical coupling [ Fig. 6(b) ], the smallest group-velocity oscillations take place with values that are an order of magnitude smaller than the other two cases. The exact slowdown performance depends on N in the present model and will in practice depend on all the details of the dispersion. To situate how critical the coupling value is, let us mention that when the coupling constant deviates typically by 10% ( = 0.28 FSR or 0.34 FSR), the steep dip in the oscillations envelope in Fig. 6 (b) at zero abscissa Re͑␥͒ turns to a milder depression with a flat bottom spanning a couple of oscillations.
Here we may use the intrinsic simplicity of the CMT to track back the new eigenmodes in terms of the uncoupled waveguide modes. The first aspect is to check that the sign and value of the group velocity of a coupled-mode branch is related to a correspondingly larger weight of forward ͑v g Ͼ 0͒ or backward ͑v g Ͻ 0͒ modes ( [10] explains the group-velocity additive properties with respect to the plane-wave components forming a Bloch mode). We checked this by using partial norms-defined as ͚ j ͉p 2j−1,n ͉ 2 for forward modes and ͚ j ͉p 2j,n ͉ 2 for backward modes. For example, if we investigate them along the same line ⌬ = 0.25 as in Fig. 5(b) , these two weights manifest the expected advantage for, e.g., forward modes for positive slopes, and they get equilibrated for the lowgroup-velocity case, notably when approaching the critical point [branch center at critical coupling in Fig. 4(a) ]. A more detailed analysis provides some insight into the appearance of the two special modes. Figure 7(a) shows the dispersion in this same region ⌬ = 0.25 for three coupling values below and above c , and at c . The modes pointed out by the three arrows in the three subplots of Fig. 7(a) have a decomposition p j,n that we render into Figs. 7(b)-7(e) as indicated. Two colors (see online) are used to plot the real part of the amplitudes Re͑p 2j,n ͒, Re͑p 2j+1,n ͒ (odd indices for forward modes, even ones for backward modes). Ignoring the complex part is a simplification, as the marked trends we are going to show are modestly mitigated by the imaginary part. The case in Fig. 7(b) is a case below critical coupling. It shows that the decomposition is rather pure, i.e., with a largely predominant term, j = 8 here. It is specifically the backward j = 8 mode for the negative Re͑␥͒ value pointed in Fig. 7(b) : the symmetric positive Re͑␥͒ value just yields the j = 8 forward mode as the dominant one instead, but it has exactly the same amplitude and one is hidden below the other in our plot conventions, using the same abcissae j for forward and backward modes Around c , the distribution starts to spread around the central j = 8, and a strong admixture of forward and backward modes occurs, as expected for very stationary modes. Above c , the modes of the real branches [ Fig. 7(d) ] are much like those of Fig. 7(b) , whereas the two special modes with large imaginary parts, whose distribution is shown in Fig. 7 (e), acquire a really broad decomposition over all uncoupled modes, with odd or even parities in the decomposition, according to the sign of Im͑␥͒. This situation is physically consistent: special modes can gather a large imaginary value only by coherently concentrating the coupling strength from all the other modes. However, the decomposition of all the other Bloch modes for which ͉v g ͉ gently increases beyond c retain the simple almost singly peaked distribution they had below c .
A deeper analysis will be needed in future work to understand the nature of optical Bloch ͑=coupled͒ modes in these systems well. This aspect is at the root of an apparent paradox: if one forgets the Bloch nature of modes in a DBR and only thinks in terms of successive Fresnel reflections, then transmission would always be impeded and there would be no bands, only gaps. Here, we can think of a ray impinging at adequate incidence on the side corrugation and undergoing a diffraction event in Littrow or near-Littrow geometry [26] . At each bounce, only a fraction of the light goes forward, so that naively, only backscattering is possible for a long enough system [26] . The formation of bands allows this paradox to be solved: eigenmodes (Bloch modes) acquire forward and backward components everywhere, and transmission windows (bands) are retained. What we find here is the critical coupling situation whereby bands are maximally squeezed and transmission is almost always impeded, save for very narrow minibands.
The current analysis has clearly identified the occurrence of a genuine slow-light regime in these broad corrugated waveguides. The plots of Figs. 4 and 6, however, suggest that its extent in the dispersion diagram is limited. We can therefore think of designs providing even more uniformly flat bands by engineering the complex dispersion diagrams. We attempted, for example, to introduce a small extra variation of the coupling constant, whereby nj is varied linearly or quadratically away from the central n 0 mode, instead of the constant value taken before. We could find, under these conditions, ultraflat bands that feature low group velocity on an extended range compared with Fig. 6(b) , for example. Such a slow variation of coupling is akin to the slow variations of diffraction efficiency in gratings. Details of slowdown performance management are, however, out of the scope of the present paper in which we rather focus on the very concept and its basic derivations.
TRANSMISSION AND GAIN ANALYSIS
The use of these broad corrugated waveguides for transmission of signals gives a more practical view of their potential and also gives us the opportunity to consider the case of an active medium, with gain, acting more or less like a DFB laser [26] . Considering a corrugated waveguide of length L, from z =0 to z = L, we are interested in the situation defined by a single uncoupled mode of order n = n 0 , e.g., the central mode of our uncoupled branches, impinging on this section in the forward direction. The boundary conditions for the forward and backward waves become a n ͑0͒ = ␦ n,n 0 and b n ͑L͒ = 0. The transmission and reflection coefficients, integrated over all modes, can be obtained for this normalized excitation simply as follows:
In Fig. 8 , we show the spectral transmission and reflection coefficients when only a n 0 ͑0͒ = 1.0 is excited for two representative values. We show the result for two representative values and detail only the spectrum of the narrow miniband nearest the origin. When coupling is subcritical, the situation is reminiscent of light transmission through onedimensional Bragg stacks: outside the miniband, transmission is strongly suppressed, whereas within the miniband there are four well-behaved sharp peaks (this is related to the value of the L product). The situation at critical coupling gives rise to extremely squeezed peaks and is so singular that we defer detailed analysis to a further study. Beyond critical coupling there are again four prominent peaks but with additional secondary peaks. Furthermore, unity transmission is no longer reached in this supercritical regime. We attribute this effect, and the increased spectral complexity, to the more demanding coupling condition of the eigenmodes beyond critical coupling.
Using a similar procedure we can get the transmission and reflection gain coefficients if gain is added to the former passive structure of length L. One common way of presenting T͑ , g͒ and R͑ , g͒ is to display them in terms of contour plots as in [5] . The diverging points correspond to the threshold gain for the corresponding modes. Modes with frequencies closer to the bandgap have lower thresh- old gain and are amplified first in a device. Lower threshold gain should therefore result from approaching the critical coupling (low group velocity, flatbands). Figures  8(c) and 8(d) show the transmission and reflection coefficients under small-gain condition ͑gL = 0.01͒ in the same two coupling cases as in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) . As expected, due to gain, transmission and reflection coefficients may exceed unity at resonant peaks. The peaks are narrower for the supercritical case. The zero-gain peak value was smaller (below unity, as stressed above), so that if we look at the differential gain the narrower peaks have a higher differential gain. It is just because we stuck to the smallgain regime that the peak gains are not higher than in the subcritical case; with some more gain they would catch up and eventually ensure lower threshold gain under adequate conditions. At critical coupling, again a modal detailed study of the singularity is requested. In our attempts, we did readily observe an order of magnitude larger peak differential gain under the critical coupling condition (gain in transmission of over 10 instead of 1.2 in Fig. 8 , for the same bulk gain). The overall picture is the increase of peak differential gain as an inverse function of the group velocity. This picture notably holds at and above the critical coupling, in spite of the extra complexity of this condition.
APPLICATION TO ACTUAL PERIODIC WAVEGUIDES
To validate the observations resulting from CMT, an exact analysis based on PWE is further carried out. First, 1D broad waveguides are provided with a triangular corrugation of height h along the top of the guide (Fig. 9) . This choice of a triangular corrugation naturally provides larger diffraction efficiencies around the Littrow condition, much more than a rectangular profile. We shall use the dimensionless parameter h / ⌳, and we restrict ourselves to h / ⌳ӶW / ⌳, which is in agreement with the arguments exposed in the introduction-here h / ⌳ will not exceed 2.0. The two outer media are air and the guide medium has a refractive index of n 2 = 3.21-typically that of InP and related compounds. The parameters are defined in Fig. 9 . The figure also shows, in view of the FDTD simulations, the local plane-wave exciter we used, making an angle ͑=33°͒ between the wave front and the guide propagation axis ( → / 2 for the fundamental mode). For the PWE study that is presented, first, we use a supercell of width 2W along transverse dimension x. The large majority of confined modes below the light line modes in the air are not influenced by this artificial boundary since they are evanescent in the air. Only modes above the light cone propagate in the air and see the supercell boundary condition along x. Figure 10 is the band structure-real and imaginary as in Fig. 3-obtained using a supercell for h / ⌳ = 1.0 and the width W / ⌳ = 15. Much as in Fig. 2 , there are guided modes that fold at the Brillouin zone edge, i.e., at k⌳ = , and they mutually interact. From an optics viewpoint, sketching the guided mode as a zigzag ray, this Brillouin zone condition is nothing but the Littrow diffraction condition onto the grating, yielding backreflection (see [26] ). Therefore, the diffraction efficiency in this Littrow or near-Littrow configuration provides another approach to understanding the variation of the coupling coefficient.
In Fig. 10(b) the slow-light region is essentially located inside the curly braces. We can see that the bands really flatten out, across several FSRs vertically and across several anticrossings horizontally, as already highlighted by CMT. A magnification on the sole real bands is provided in Fig. 10(c) , showing that a group index n g = c / v g on the order of 50 holds for the large majority of the bands in the slowdown region. Two features are worth a comment.
First, the dispersion relation of these flat regions actually borrows an overall parabolic shape, much as a Fabry-Perot mode, but with the center around k⌳ = instead of 0. This is probably a profound limit; our system cannot be substantially slower than a Fabry-Perot of similar width would be. Still, it is here equivalent to the situation of a metallic guide, since waves are not lost upon their residual z propagation. Hence, this situation is a novel combination of slowdown and propagation capability, making the physics of perfect ideal metallic waveguides partly accessible to dielectrics and optical frequencies.
Second, the new special modes and their two imaginary branches of Fig. 5(a) , which look like a mathematical consequence of the simplification of the CMT, are now seen to exist also through this PWE analysis. They appear somewhat more gradually, but they are clearly seen. We intend to achieve their detailed study in further work, notably to investigate whether they could offer a realistic opportunity for stronger localization than other modes thanks to their faster imaginary decay.
A further analysis aiming at generalizing our results to different corrugation heights h is presented in Fig. 11 . We first sketch in Fig. 11(a) the generic miniband pattern at and around the slowdown region and notably how extrema of the spacing ⌬͑k ʈ ͒ are arranged between adjacent bands [⌬͑k ʈ ͒ = n+1 ͑k ʈ ͒ − n ͑k ʈ ͒, where k ʈ ϵ k z ]. It is seen that if one tracks an extremum vertically between adjacent bands, two situations (red and blue, see online) arise. Around a band there is a maximum on one side and a minimum on the other side. From low to high frequencies, for example, if a maximum is chosen to start with, it will diminish, whereas on the other side of the same band, there is a minimum that grows when incrementing the band index. Hence there will be a crossing of the two difference functions max͓⌬͑k ʈ ͔͒, min͓⌬͑k ʈ ͔͒ associated Fig. 9 . Real broad periodic waveguide with triangular corrugation for studies by PWE (band structure) and by FDTD (propagation). Indices are n 1 = n 3 = 1 and n 2 = 3.21 in our case.
with band pairs, i.e., a crossing of the vertical size of the blue and red (see online) arrows of Fig. 11(a) Of course, local extrema near k⌳ = are the best suited for this study.
A plot showing the two extremum functions max͓⌬͑k ʈ ͔͒, min͓⌬͑k ʈ ͔͒ is illustrated in Fig. 11(b) , whereby the crossing is seen to happen a little below the normalized frequency ⌳ /2c = ⌳ / = 0.25. Because the crossing of the two curves evidences a locally linear behavior, it is clear that the oscillations of the bands for frequencies above or below the crossing possess mean group velocities ͉͗v g ͉͘ that increase linearly as indicated by the gray "butterfly" depicted around the crossing. It is then a matter of taste, without a further prescription, to define the boundary of the slow-light region. The trend seen here can be associated with that of Fig. 6 . The dip in overall group velocity was seen along a band in the central plot of Fig. 6 . What is revealed here is the trend across several bands. It arises because the coupling coefficient cannot be critical for all frequencies. There is no reason for such a feature for the nonspecific grating shape that we have selected, whose diffraction efficiency is expected to vary without special features at the angles and frequencies of interest.
The crossing point evolution for different corrugation heights h / ⌳ 1 is depicted by the dotted curve. It goes to lower frequencies for more corrugated structures and vice versa. We plot the loci of the slow-light regions in Fig.  11(c) . We point by ellipses the crossing region of graphs similar to Fig. 11(b) , but obtained for other corrugation heights. The result is a gently increasing curve toward low frequency and large corrugation. Note that, at the lower corrugation and higher frequencies, another region appears, indicated by lozenges. The usefulness of this secondary slow-light region is, however, limited in practice because there is little room left below the light line, since the air light line meets the band edge and closes the guided mode region a little only above ⌳ /2c = ⌳ / = 0.4.
Similar trends hold for doubly corrugated systems (one grating on each side). The trends are then modified much as the difference between Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) . Extension to PhCWGs is not completely straightforward. The usual variable parameter of a PhCWG is the air-filling factor of the triangular lattice of holes. It affects both the bandgap position, hence making it possible to lose confinement, and the corrugation's effective height or, in other words the diffraction efficiency, as we discussed in [26] . In practice, if one retains PhC claddings that are unmodified and that consist of circular air holes in a triangular arrangement, there are only small regions of the TM polarization, i.e., E along the hole axis, where we could spot flatband regions. This explains that in spite of a high interest that has been directed toward multimode PhCWGs, including for slow light and related phenomena [23, 24, 34] , no actual strong systematic flattening of the kind reported here has been noticed.
Let us briefly discuss the narrow width limit. Our initial assumption of a broad waveguide, as prompted by [26] in the case of a W31 PhCWG, exploited the feature of equidistant modes, which was explicit in the CMT approach. In addition to our claim on slowdown and critical coupling in CMT, the data in Fig. 11 indicate that this phenomenon takes place in a real system for a particular corrugation strength, thus forming a demonstration of a critical diffraction efficiency in near-Littrow geometry, leading to the hyperbola-shaped regions of Fig. 11(c) .
Upon reducing the waveguide width, however, the modal equidistance is increasingly relaxed and subse- quently the slowness feature is concentrated on a lesser number of guided modes. Ultimately, the critical diffraction efficiency no longer holds for a remaining single mode, unless it hits the right Littrow angle at the right frequency. This adds a selection rule that broad waveguides could naturally satisfy for at least a few modes because of the extension of the slowdown region. Because slowdown is so intensively studied in narrow PhC waveguides, Fig. 10(d) recalls the typical case of the W2 dispersion relation after [23] showing group indices up to n g = c / v g ϳ 25. To provide a useful comparison, we devised that a guide with the same triangular corrugation depth h / ⌳ = 1.0 implemented symmetrically for consistency with the PhCWGs in general, but a narrow width W / ⌳ Х 1.5, would satisfy slowdown conditions in almost the same frequency region. This is indeed the case, as shown in Fig. 10(e) . The modes near the band edge show a slowdown of the order of n g ϳ 50 comparable with that of Fig. 10(c) , and rather better than the W2 case of Fig. 10(d) [35] .
Finally, to picture the explicit effect of the slow-light regime, electromagnetic-field propagation through broad corrugated waveguides ͑W / ⌳ =6͒ is investigated by employing FDTD under different corrugation depths. The role of the corrugation depth to slow down the electromagnetic field is naturally analyzed by taking the field propagation through a noncorrugated waveguide as a reference. A broad modulated Gaussian pulse centered at the normalized frequency a / = 0.32 with FWHM of 0.075 is launched with an incident angle of 33°off the z axis (wave front at 33°with the x axis) as shown in Fig. 9 . Figure  11 (c) gives the anticipated flatband regions. We chose here to select three canonical corrugation depths h / ⌳ = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. The broad bandwidth of the pulse will result in some part of the light being delayed more than the other, hence leading to giant pulse broadening.
As can be seen, the input source spectrum overlaps rather well with the slow-light regions of the 0.5 and 2.0 corrugation depths and falls somewhat more aside for the corrugation depth of 1.0. The width of the beam, also Gaussian, is approximately w =11⌳, in order to minimize diffraction-induced spreading and to hit well-defined wave vectors as much as allowed by the physical guide width. The length of the waveguide L from the source center to the sensor is L =50⌳, and the field propagating along the positive z direction is stored in time at the outside of the waveguide along its cross section (shown as a dotted line in Fig. 9 ). The field propagating along the opposite direction is allowed to travel over long enough distances to suppress the temporal appearance of the backreflection of the field at the opposite end of the waveguide (but not the corrugation-induced reflection along the guide, of course). The field detection is continued for a total time step of 80,000 periods, corresponding to approximately 100 ps for a standard wavelength of 1 m. Figures 12(a)-12(d) show the field power summed along the cross section of the waveguide. In the reference case of Fig. 12(a) there is no corrugation at all. For the three other cases shown in Figs. 12(b)-12(d) , h / ⌳ is set to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. It can be seen that by contrast to Fig. 12(a) , all three cases lead to large delays (note also the changes in vertical scale). This delay is clearly more pronounced for the two extreme cases [Figs. 12(b) and 12(d)], while it is relatively weak for Fig. 12(c) . In Figs. 12(b) and 12(d) the flatbands strongly slow down the power flow in the time domain. These cases are still generic and much more work is needed to clarify how focused in frequency and wave vector an input pulse needs to be to take advantage of the ϳ100-fold reduction, as expected from Fig. 6 . We will report elsewhere how we may turn a band diagram into a delay analysis for the setup considered here.
A simple synthetic quantification can be made, as shown in Fig. 12(e) : the cumulated powers, i.e., the energy acquired by integrating over time the Poynting vector flow at the guide exit is given. It further supports the impression that the extreme cases are the slowest ones. The jagged aspect of Figs. 12(b)-12(d) is absent in this plot, so that, if this comparison could be made with experimental data, we would doubtlessly recommend it, rather than tracking the full time pattern of an ultrashort pulse. The main conclusion to retain from this last section is that we have clearly evidenced, in the time domain as well as in the frequency domain through the band structure, that by engineering the corrugation depth, i.e., the coupling coefficient among the waveguide multiple modes, slow-light propagation can be attained with a factor of 10 easily at hand. Although delay dispersion can still be a matter of discussion, the simplicity of the layout able to produce these delays is remarkable and would not have been intuited from a pure geometrical diffraction approach, as such an approach would have predicted a virtual absence of light due to successive irreversible backscattering events.
CONCLUSIONS
We have pointed out a hitherto unnoticed property of multimode corrugated waveguides: they are able to provide a slow-light propagation regime under the appropriate waveguide parameters-ratios of waveguide width and corrugation depth to periodicity of the corrugation-in a sizable fraction of their dispersion diagram. The underlying physical mechanism is a Bragg feedback that can also be analyzed as a Littrow-type backdiffraction effect combined with the waveguide discretization constraints. A phenomenological and generic study exploiting coupledmode formalism for both bands and gaps highlighted the prominent role of coupling strength. A critical coupling condition was identified that produced ultraflat bands. The flatness can be made arbitrarily low in coupled-mode theory over several successive crossings. The persistence of slow modes shows the relevance of the Bloch-mode picture, as light would be simply decaying upon propagation in the naive grating diffraction picture ignoring the profound physics of guided waves. As for the attainment of the critical coupling in a real system, it was clearly evidenced in modeling realistic systems, such as corrugated slabs of index n = 3.21, with a top triangular corrugation of limited depth ͑ϳ / n͒. A more explicit view of the effect of low group velocity and of the critical coupling was investigated thanks to the FDTD method, and the trends were confirmed by an original comparison of the FDTD delayed propagation results with the group-velocity distribution of excited modes. Applications exploiting a mere corrugated waveguide have the interest of simplicity and of possible tuning and transduction action at the accessible grating surface. As for a photonic-crystal version, it would likely demand more complex shapes than round holes, but one could gain from the omnidirectional bandgap access to angular windows in the guide that are incompatible with total internal reflection. Applications of broad photonic-crystal waveguides to produce original Littrow lasing systems was recently reported by our group [26] . The present study, detailing a blend of simple and more complex physics, suggests that highly multimode waveguides have an interesting potential to hit a variety of conditions implementing enhanced light-matter interaction, that, to date, were reported almost exclusively around ultimately confined systems (waveguides or microcavities).
APPENDIX A
We start from the standard relation of the mth order mode dispersion for a waveguide of width W, index n core , with perfect metal boundaries: We develop it around any particular wave vector value k ʈ 0 , associated with a frequency M 0 and a mode order M: k ʈ = k ʈ 0 + ⌬k ʈ and m = M + ⌬m (k ʈ 0 can be the Brillouin zone edge, k ʈ 0 = / ⌳, but this particular case is not needed here). Dropping the square of the smaller ⌬k ʈ and ⌬m terms and using standard square-root approximation, we get 
͑A2͒
This is a bilinear form in ⌬k ʈ and ⌬m. This essentially justifies equally spaced dispersion branches, with identical slopes. To better relate the parameters to practical ones, one can use either the effective index n eff = ck ʈ 0 / or the angle of the underlying ray in the guiding medium, defined by sin͑͒ = ck ʈ 0 / ͑n core ͒ ( is the angle of mode M at frequency M 0 ). This is more instructive and yields the alternative form
In this form, the free spectral range is pretty obvious, FSR = M 0 cos 2 ͑͒ / M, as well as the group velocity, v g = M 0 sin 2 ͑͒ / k ʈ 0 . One more step is to obtain a dimensionless version by using FSR as the frequency unit, which amounts to shifting dispersion relations by unity among the branches. The wave-vector term of the equation is then naturally factorized with the waveguide width W. Namely, more algebra yields the identity
where the dimensionless frequency and wave-vector quantities are related by a mere tan͑͒ term having the formal role of 1/(group velocity). This ratio is typically on the order of unity in realistic systems (45°modes).
APPENDIX B
To unify as much as possible these systems, it is worth recalling basic scaling rules for the coupling strength mm Ј ϰ⌫ 1 ͑m , mЈ͒ when the modulation lies on the edge of the guide, as is most common in optoelectronics. For the lower-order modes, mx Ӷ W in the modulation region and, from Eq. (1) with a square modulation profile 1 ͑x͒, a mm ϳ m 2 dependence is found as follows (we restrict ourselves to m = mЈ for simplicity):
͵ ͉E m ͉ .
͑B2͒
For higher-order modes, on the contrary, mx ϳ W and sin 2 ͑mx / W͒ averages to one half in the modulated region or slowly varies depending on its detail. Then, contradirectional coupling becomes nearly constant for a large number of adjacent branches. This constancy is also true for contradirectional coupling between higher-order modes of different order-mm Ј with m mЈ-for which the integrand just involves sin͓͑m / W͒x͔sin͓͑mЈ / W͒x͔ with m , mЈ ӷ 1, without major changes of the order of magnitude of mode interactions.
generic quadratic transverse behavior of transverse phase lags off an unfolded reference path). We may, along the same line, conjecture that thickness tolerances would be similar to those of high-finesse Fabry-Perot resonators, demanding thickness variations of less than ␦W = / 2/finesse but with a precise finesse definition depending on the frequency span and thus on the number of oscillations being exploited.
